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Configuring the dentaleyepad for Image Transfer  
 
The dentaleyepad is an extraoral imaging camera with wireless transfer capabilities that will allow users to take and 
transfer images to a computer and automatically import into Tracker.  
 
This document will explain how to setup and configure the device and software on your PC to ensure seamless 
operation.  
 

Requirements 
• Wireless Router, installed and functional with adequate range 

o The Bridge Network recommends at Wireless N (or better) router to be used with the dentaleyepad. 
This ensures that you get optimal speeds and range from your usage with Imaging.  

o Depending on the layout of your office, you may need to use wireless extenders or a mesh network 
to ensure a strong wireless connection 

• Functional Internet connection 
o The internet connection is needed in order to download the windows software  

• Password for connecting to the Internet wirelessly 
o The password will be used during the initial setup of the dentaleyepad. Although it is ideally only used 

once, it may be needed for future troubleshooting and should be noted. 

• Workstation access via Wi-Fi 
o Some office (guest) Wi-Fi connections do not give you access to workstations in the office. Ensure 

your connection has access to office PC’s 
 
If any of the above items are missing, you may not be able to complete the setup of the device in your office.  
 
For best results, it is recommended that the installation of the patserver application be installed on the server machine 
to ensure optimal transfer speeds. If this is not possible be sure that the computer used for installation can maintain a 
fast and steady network connection and has a static IP address/ 
 

Important Note: The machine in which the patserver application is installed MUST be on and the application 
running in order to get the images.  

 

Installation of patserver application in Windows 
1. Download and install the Patserver application by using the following link 

https://media.doctorseyes.de/patserver.exe 
2. Once the installation is complete, double click on the patserver icon in the system tray  
3. In the dentaleyepad configuration tab, note the IP address that is listed 
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4. In the PC Confignuration tab, browse to the Images\WifiCapture folder in the Tracker folder on your server, 
create a new folder and select it.  

 

 
 

5. Close the application by using the X in the upper right and it will return to the system tray. 
 

Configuring the Wi-Fi on the dentaleyepad 
1. Turn on the dentaleyepad. Once started press the camera button  
2. On the live camera view, press the settings button in the upper left 
3. Choose the connection settings button on the left 
4. Choose WiFi settings and connect the device to your wireless connection. This is a one-time setup and will be 

remembered by the dentaleyepad 
 

Setting up image transfer 
By setting up image transfer the device will automatically start transmitting once an image has been taken. This will 
save the user the step of having to manually sync images.  

1. Turn on the dentaleyepad. Once started press the camera button  
2. On the live camera view, press the settings button in the upper left 
3. Choose the connection settings button on the left 

a. Under server address, enter the IP address provided in the patserver application 
b. Ensure automatically transfer photos is enabled 

4. Choose the camera settings button on the left 
a. Under image resolution choose the optimal resolution of 2160 x 2160 (4.7 MP) 

5. Press the back button to the right of the screen to return to your live camera feed 
 

Automatically delete images after transfer 
To delete images immediately after transfer is complete you can complete the following steps. Alternatively you will 
need to regularly delete images from the dentaleyepad to prevent storage getting full.  

1. Press the camera button from the home screen 
2. Choose the settings in the upper left 
3. Choose connection settings on the left 
4. Find the option labeled Delete after photo transfer and enable 

 

Acquiring Images 
1. In Tracker, open the clinical chart for the patient 
2. Choose Acquire | Wifi Capture 
3. Ensure that the folder created in step 4 of Installation of patserver application in Windows is selected. 
4. Once selected, proceed to take images. An arrow in the upper right of the camera screen will indicate transfer 

status. Red = Transfer failure, Yellow = working / transferring, Green = complete.  


